WAIHAHA HUT via WAIHAHA RIVER
Topo50 Map: BG34 Piropiro & BG35 Tihoi

GPS: NZTM on WGS84

How to get to START - Exit Taupo on SH1 North.

Near the top of the hill go left to Poihipi Road

Follow the road then left to Whangamata Road following the signs for Kinloch

Do NOT turn left for Kinloch but go straight ahead till you reach a T-junction

At the T-junction to SH32 turn left and proceed for about 10km

2km south of the junction to Waihaha Road cross bridge on the Waihaha River

Immediately on crossing the bridge turn left into the Scenic Reserve Car Park
From the car park walk back to the main road and cross, taking great care as this is
a dangerous very fast road, then walk back up over the bridge where you will find
access to the Waihaha Track on the left.
Rough description: A fairly hard, long (25+km) 7–8 hour out and back trip from
SH32 parallel to the Waihaha River to 45-60 minutes beyond the Waihaha Hut on
the Hauhungaroa track. There is a bit of climbing involved – about 500 metres
(GPS) gain / loss, the path is good in most parts, with a few recent tweaks for bikes
and passes many fishing spots.




Road access is the blue line
Tramp is the red line

The trip in seems to take longer than the return but this is mainly due to the fact that
Cold July outing
everyone stops to check or identify the luxurious vegetation and check out the
promising looking fishing spots. Less ambitious trampers can turn round at any
point but most make it to the Waihaha Hut. Take note that it is 10km to the hut not 9
as stated on the DoC sign
Detail: On leaving the Waihaha Scenic Reserve car park (WP1477 masl) turn right,
northwards, on SH32 over the Waihaha River bridge then immediately turn left
(WP2474 masl) on to the track. The track goes NW for about 10 minutes then there is
a bend which follows the course of the river and you head WSW and start
ascending. You are now in an attractive V-shaped valley, then there are some steps
down and a track on the left leads to a good trout fishing spot. After 40 minutes
cross a swing bridge (WP5483 masl) over the Mangatu Stream then ascend some
zig- zags.
The track is less good and it is a longish ascent which reaches a “look-out” rock (WP7551 masl) on the right hand side with views of
Ruapehu. The track then improves as it continues up along a ridge still in the forest basically heading in a westerly direction
Pass a small branch path on the left, this soon reWaihaha hut
joins and gives access to other views, then an
undulating descent starts (WP9581 masl) and what
used to be open, grassy clearing (WP10541masl) is
reached . This “clearing” is now populated by 2m high
scrubby bush. A short, out-and-back diversion from
here is worth doing as it leads to a spot where good
drinking water can be obtained. A small track,
indistinct in places, goes off right (NNW) leading
through the wide grassy meadow area, passes
through a well-used camp site, goes downhill then
swings round to the right into forest and uphill.
A small cliff with a water dripping off the mosses into a small pool is the target (WPH20 546masl). Back on the main track a slightly
muddy section is encountered about 20 minutes beyond WP10 where there are views of the river, some rapids and a large
“ponded” river section just before another open grassy area, which suggests itself as a campsite (WP12 528 masl) but be aware
that high river flow / floods can sweep through here.
In another 5 minutes the route ascends out of bush into beech then mature broadleaf forest. In a total time around of 2:30 minutes
there is an open area with an indistinct junction (WP14 565masl) with the left branch leading to a view point above the river gorge
and where the river virtually goes under-ground (WP15556 masl). There are one or two other very small tracks heading steeply
downhill, southwards and most give some view of the river gorge and circular pools scoured in limestone.
Continuing on the main path in a north westerly direction an “enchanted”, mossy forest with Rimu and other forest giants is
reached in just under 3 hours then the path heads south west and the Waihaha Hut is reached in plus or minus 3 hours (WP22 577
masl) – all depending on age, speed and whether the views or study of the vegetation slows progress.
The Waihaha Hut is in a very pleasant spot and is neat and tidy inside with a wood-burner for comfort – some wood is stored at
the door with more behind the hut. There are clear sign posts all around the hut indicating where the various paths go and there is
a good dipping, if not swimming, area directly below the hut. The return path is the one you came on and is inscribed Western
Bays Road and there are just over 10km to cover back to the main road where the tramp started. From the hut the route
northwards is described in the tramp “Waihora via Waihaha” whilst the route westwards can be followed a long way but details
have been recorded for only another 3km – these details are shown in the waypoints with the map.
To continue from the Hut head south then westwards on the Hauhungaroa Route which follows close to the peaceful looking river
through very pleasant forest on a fairly good, level track. The only slight effort being an incised, eroded stream crossing
View from WP08 spur track

(WP23591masl) followed soon after by a short steep ascent up a bank to a well-nigh perfect picnic spot. Within about 3:30 minutes a
small meadow (WP24 610masl) with a stone-surrounded fire-place is reached – this looks like a fairly nice camping spot. The going
gets slightly more difficult from here due to recent windfalls within an incised stream crossing (WP25 604masl).

Notes:





GPS GPSmap 60CSx
WP = Waypoint as taken by GPS unit
masl = metres above sea level
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